
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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Connor Vucovich, the picture of steely agression, at the HLG pen. I can’t wait until
this boy gets a little size on him; he could be dangerous. Don DeLoach photo.



In the world of Free Flight competition, Mother Nature sets
the stage and we all just play upon it. Thursday’s competition
was no exception. A massive storm blew through Wednesday
night and rain, wind, and lightning assaulted the field. Before
it was over, in excess of three inches of rain was left on the
field. The wind, more than 60 mph at times, wrecked havoc
on the campers and rattled the RVs.    

These heavenly precursors made for a day of difficult
tactical flying. Winds were out of the west, and while
moderate most of the day, brought unpredictable turbulence.
Thermals were small, fickle, and hazardous to pick, further
complicating matters. Many tried and few succeeded. As a
result, scores across the board were relatively low for a Nats.
Anyone taking home a trophy from Thursday has something
of which to be proud.  

As always, the day started early with perhaps the purest of
all rubber power events, Dawn Unlimited. This class provides
for one launch at dawn with a model of virtually no
restrictions. (And as the launch is done at the crack of rosy-
fingered dawn, this will be a second-hand report.) Most fliers
build a model just for this class and the weight must be down
to an absolute and dire minimum, and the models are usually
quite large, sometimes in excess of 300 sq. in. wing area.
Paul Andrade (Highland Park, CO) won this year with a one-
flight total of 455 seconds with his special purpose model, his
first Nats win in the class after
many years of effort.
Good job, Paul!

Sometimes
the effort
required to win was an
all-day grind. Such was the case in
the Hand Launch Glider pen. The work began early for the 43
fliers and continued to very late in the afternoon. There was no
better laboratory to see how difficult thermal detection was.

Only four fliers maxed out and made it to the fly-
offs. In spite of a very ugly, injured, and swollen calf,
Tim Batiuk (San Juan Capistrano, CA) earned a heroic

victory with 548 seconds. Jim Buxton, no stranger to
the podium, trailed closely with 543 seconds. The kids

didn’t blanch under the conditions, either. Senior Anthony
Guzman (Napa, CA) and junior Daniel Vucovich (Lilitz,

PA) thrashed about mightily for victories of 307 and 339
seconds in their categories, respectively.

Coupe d’Hiver (F1G) was a hard slog until the end, too.
Out of a field of 26, only two fliers made the fly-offs, Eddie
Vanlandingham flying to a win with 840 seconds with John
Clapp following in second with 665 seconds. Both were flying
the latest offering from Gorban, very lovely and finely
engineered machines, among the best in the world, and
certainly the best in the US Thursday.  

Another rubber event, OT Rubber Cabin, produced another
good show with twelve fliers. These large rubber cabin models
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Dan Berry (Benton, AR) receiving questionable advice
from Dohrman Crawford (Dunwoody, GA).  Dan placed

third in HLG in spite of Dohrman’s help. David Mills photo.

Hand Launch Glider, an event
requiring athletic prowess,
also demands a good bit of
sitting and talking. Mills photo.
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from before WW II are real
crowd-pleasers.  Required
to launch from tables, the
results are often dramatic.
Roger Gregory won with
his well-seasoned
Cleveland Gull. Ed Sneed
won second with an equally
grizzled veteran, a big
Lanzo or Korda, but I’m
not sure.  

As always, there was a
full dance card of gas
events and many took part.
Boys, toys, and noise will
always flail about in good
company. The one-design
event, the 1/2A Gas
Country Boy this year,
brought out a solid field of
eight fliers, with Denny
Dock (Stevensville, MI)
coming out on top with 480
seconds. ABC Pylon was
won by Bill Vanderbeek
(Cupertino, CA) with a
lovely, stretched Zipper,
amply prodded along with
an ignition K & B 40. Jim
Bocckinfuso (Hardy, VA)
outflew a field of 26 to win
1/2A NosGas with a hot
Geef with a Cox Medallion
up front. Jack Marsh won A
Gas with 832 seconds,
presumably with a
Maverick, his weapon of
choice. The gas power high
time can be claimed by Bob
Hanford for his marathon
work in F1P; his score of
1133 seconds came from an
Astro-Pearl, somewhat of
an out-of-the-parts-bin
concoction, but it did what
was necessary.                 

The electric event of the
day, E-36, was won by Vic
Nippert (Lake Katrine, NY)
with 300 seconds.
Following close behind was
Rex Hinson (Inverness, FL)
with 269 seconds and
David Acton (White Plains,
NY) with 256 seconds.  

At the time of
publishing, the F1B
(Wakefield) and F1J fly-
offs still were underway, so
no final results are
available. These will be
covered by Don tomorrow.
Also, look for the FAC
results from Wednesday,
too.     

—David Mills

Tim Batiuk,
Lee Hines,
and Don
DeLoach
braving
the
conditions
in the HLG
pen. Tim
achieved
the most
hard-
fought
victory in
recent

memory.
Mills photo.

Hannah and
Larson

Ringlien
(Charlotte,
NC)
enjoying
a well-
earned
lunch
outside
the HLG
pen.
Mills
photo.

Mills
photo.
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David Mills Photos.
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Scores and Standings Please note: All scores are unofficial until tabulated
by Nats Headquarters.



Photos by Don
Deloach.
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The winner’s circle in ABC
Gas Pylon. Left to right: Robert
Edelstein, Jim Bocckinfuso,
Hank Sperzel, and Bill
Vanderbeek, the winner.
DeLoach photo.

The winner’s circle in HLG, the
many vanquished, unseeen.
Left to right: Jim Buxton, Tim
Batiuk (the winner), Dan Berry,
Mark Covington, and the
perennial Lee Hines.
DeLoach photo.

The winner’s circle in 1/2A
NosGas. Left to right: Gene
Wicks, Rudy Kluiber, Bob
Sowder, and Jim Boccinfuso,
the winner. DeLoach photo.



Don DeLoach photos.

Left: The winner’s circle in OT Rubber
Cabin. Left to right: Roy Stewart, Jim
O’Reilly, and Roger Gregory, the winner.
(Ed Sneed not pictured.)

Below: The winner’s circle in A Gas. Left
to right: Jack Marsh (the winner), Jean
Pailet, and Ronnie Thompson. DeLoach
photos.
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Rocco Ferrrario and his kids from Napa, CA. They had
a very busy week. Photos this page by Don DeLoach.



Wading through the beans, looking for a model, you and all your friends. Not the most fun and glamorous part of Free Flight modeling,
but necessary, nonetheless. Don DeLoach photo.


